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Power APP released Security Update for their App pick PONG
Published on 04/28/14
Power APP released an update for their free app pick PONG for iOS. pick PONG is a free app
to share pictures of any kind that are taken spontaneously without saving them on the
iPhone, or rather without being able to save them. The picture - which the company calls
pick - has to be unveiled by tapping on it during 15 seconds. The pick is only visible as
long as it is tapped. The update increases security for the user and disables the
possibility to view an unrevealed pick that has been sent.
Pfaeffikon, Switzerland - Pfaeffikon, Switzerland - Power APP has announced a security
update for their app pick PONG to disable the possibility to see unrevealed picks. pick
PONG is a free app to share pictures of any kind that are taken spontaneously without
saving them on the iPhone, or rather without being able to save them. The picture - which
the company calls pick - has to be unveiled by tapping on it during 15 seconds. The pick
is only visible as long as it is tapped, if it is not tapped only a blur can be seen.
After 15 seconds have passed, the pick disappears, forever. There was a possibility to see
the picture unrevealed at double tapping the home button of the iPhone. This possibility
is now disabled.
"The idea of pick PONG is to share a moment as long as it lasts, so it was bugging both us
and users that a pick could be seen when multitasking. Even if it was just a small detail,
people are sensitize about everything that reminds them just remotely to data security. We
have been told by users that they often share selfies using pick PONG, and some of them
seem to be rather embarrassing, one more reason to make sure that the pick can not be seen
without tapping it. Besides, being able to see an unrevealed pick goes against the idea of
pick PONG," states Christian Schaffner when asked for the reason of this update.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 10.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
pick PONG 1.0.2 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Social Networking category.
Power App AG:
http://www.powerapp.ch
pick PONG 1.0.2:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pick-pong/id807033107
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/c0/84/0c/c0840cf2-83a6-9b2a-07b4-44044aeb3e3c/sc
reen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/48/c3/21/48c3218d-25f9-452dc0fb-58a83eb351b0/mzl.ykddlaib.175x175-75.jpg

Based in Pfaeffikon, Switzerland, Power App AG is an independent company founded in 2010
by Christian Schaffner. Power App's main focus is developing powerful, versatile
applications for the Mac and iOS platforms. Copyright (C) 2010-2013 Power App AG. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, iPhone, iPod, and iPad are registered
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trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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